Introduction (5 minutes)

Welcome to the Global Day of Jewish Learning!

Today we will travel with Jonah, whose story and extraordinary journey you may have read before. This time, we will also take a closer look at some other characters in the Book of Jonah whose stories are not as well-known. As we read the Bible text closely, we'll explore interpretations from commentators and find ways to connect the story with our own experiences.

By travelling along with these other characters, we will see how journeys can happen in many forms — physical and spiritual — and how an individual's journey can have consequences for others.

Ask participants to share some answers to the following questions:

1. Think of a journey you have been on that has changed you in some way. In what ways did you change?
2. Did your journey have an effect on people you met along the way? How?

Part One: Jonah On the Run (10 minutes)

Let’s look together at the opening verses of the Book of Jonah.

Read Text #1 aloud.


The word of the Lord was with Jonah son of Amitai, saying:
2 Rise, go to Nineveh, the great city, and proclaim against it, as their evildoing has arisen before Me.
3 Jonah rose to flee to Tarshish from before the Lord, he went down to Jaffa, and found a ship bound for Tarshish; he paid its fare, and he went down into it, to come with them to Tarshish from before the Lord.
4 But the Lord cast a great wind upon the sea, and there was a great storm in the sea, and the ship was about to be wrecked.

Ask:

1. Jonah is asked by God to journey to Nineveh to give them a prophecy, but Jonah chooses to board a ship to Tarshish instead. Why do you think Jonah tried to run away?

Compiled between the 1st and 8th centuries CE, the Pirke de-Rabbi Eliezer ("The Chapters of Rabbi Eliezer") is a work of explanations and stories about Bible. This Midrash gives us an interesting reason for why Jonah decided to flee.
On the fifth day Jonah fled before his God. Why did he flee? Because on the first occasion when God sent him to restore the border of Israel, his words were fulfilled, as it is said, “And he restored the border of Israel from the entering in of Hamath” (II Kings 14:25). On the second occasion God sent him to Jerusalem to (prophesy that He would) destroy it. But the Holy One, blessed be He, did according to the abundance of His tender mercy and repented of the evil (decree), and He did not destroy it; thereupon they called him [Jonah] a lying prophet. On the third occasion God sent him against Nineveh to destroy it. Jonah argued with himself, saying, “I know that the nations are nigh [near] to repentance, now they will repent and the Holy One, blessed be He, will direct His anger against Israel. And is it not enough for me that Israel should call me a lying prophet; but shall also the nations of the world (do likewise)?”

The Midrash is referring to another story about Jonah in II Kings 14:25. Remember, Jonah is a prophet, and it's his job to give people instructions from God when they are breaking God's laws. In II Kings, Jonah was sent to warn the king of Samaria that God would destroy the Samarians if they did not stop oppressing the Israelites. According to the Pirke de-Rabbi Eliezer, the Samarian king stopped oppressing the Israelites — so God did not have to destroy the Samarians. That meant Jonah's prophecy never came true — Samaria wasn't destroyed, so there was nothing to prove that Jonah was telling the truth, and everyone then called him a liar. Because of his experience being called a “lying prophet,” Jonah would rather try and hide from God than take the chance that people would call him a liar again.

Ask:

1. What do you think about this explanation? Do you agree or disagree that this is why Jonah ran away? Why?
2. Why do you think Jonah is so afraid of being called a “lying prophet”? What might be some consequences of making “false” prophecies?
3. Does the Midrash change how you feel about Jonah’s decision to run away? Why or why not?

When Jonah boards a ship to flee, God sends a great storm to threaten him. What happens next has an effect on more than just Jonah. There are others aboard the ship, and their journey is about to get much more complicated.

Part Two: A Journey with the Sailors (10 minutes)

The Book of Jonah extends the story beyond Jonah himself to include the other people on the ship: the sailors.

Ask a participant to read Text #3 aloud.

5 The sailors were afraid, and each man cried out to his god, and they cast the articles that were on the ship into the sea, to lighten it for them. But Jonah descended to the hold of the ship, and he lay down, and fell asleep. 6 The captain approached him and said to him: What is it with you that you have fallen asleep? Arise, call to your God; perhaps God will reconsider with regard to us, and we will not perish. 7 each man said to his counterpart: Let us cast lots, that we may discover due to whom this misfortune is upon us. They cast lots, and the lot fell upon Jonah. 8 They said to him: Please tell us, due to whom is this misfortune upon us? What is your labor and from where do you come? What is your country and from what people are you? 9 He said to them: I am a Hebrew; and I fear the Lord, God of the heavens, who made the sea and the dry land. 10 The men feared with great fear, and they said to him: What is this that you have done, for the men knew that he was fleeing from the presence of the Lord, because he told them. 11 They said to him: What shall we do to you, that the sea will calm from upon us, as the sea continually grew stormier. 12 He said to them: Lift me and cast me into the sea, and the sea will calm from upon you, as I know that it is due to me that this great storm is upon you. 13 The men rowed to return to dry land, but they could not, for the sea continually grew stormier upon them. 14 They called to the Lord and they said: Please Lord, please let us not perish for this man's life, and do not put upon us innocent blood, for you, Lord, have done as you desired. 15 They lifted Jonah and cast him into the sea, and the sea ceased from its raging. 16 The men feared the Lord with great fear; and they slaughtered an offering to the Lord, and took vows.

Ask

1. Why did Jonah avoid telling the sailors and the captain that he was the reason for the storm? 2. What did the sailors try to do to calm the sea before throwing Jonah overboard? Why do you think they waited so long to do that?

In Text #4, we go back to the Pirke de-Rabbi Eliezer, to look at the way the sailors avoid throwing Jonah overboard, even though they are in danger.

Read Text #4 aloud.

They took him [Jonah] (and cast him into the sea) up to his knee-joints, and the sea-storm abated. They took him up again to themselves and the sea became agitated again against them. They cast him in (again) up to his neck, and the sea-storm abated. Once more they lifted him up in their midst and the sea was again agitated against them, until they cast him in entirely and forthwith the sea-storm abated, as it is said, “So they took up Jonah, and cast him forth into the sea: and the sea ceased from her raging.”

The sailors hesitate to hurt him, even though Jonah tells them that’s what they need to do to end the storm. Instead, they try dipping him up to his knees in the water. The storm stops, so they pull him back up, thinking it’s over for good. But the storm starts again the moment Jonah is lifted out. They try again, with the same result, until finally the sailors accept that the only way to stop the storm is really to throw him completely in.

**Ask:**

1. What effect does Jonah’s presence on the ship have on the lives of the sailors?
2. Do you think the sailors’ lives changed after they met Jonah? How and why?
3. Has your understanding of the Book of Jonah changed now that you’ve met the sailors? How and why?

Part Three: A Journey With the Fish (15 minutes)

You might think that this is where Jonah meets his end, but Jonah does not drown. Instead, he is swallowed by an enormous fish! Let’s return to the Book of Jonah to see what happens next, and to meet another character.

**Read Text #5 aloud.**


1 The Lord appointed a great fish to swallow Jonah, and Jonah was in the innards of the fish for three days and three nights. 2 Jonah prayed to the Lord, his God, from the innards of the fish...11 The Lord told the fish, and it spewed Jonah onto the dry land.

In Text #6, the *Pirke de-Rabbi Eliezer* suggests what the fish might have said or might have been doing when Jonah suddenly appeared. Let’s read this together in chavruta. Chavruta is partnered learning. Learning with a friend or two allows you to share ideas and insights with one another as you read and discuss texts together.

**Ask participants to read Text #6 and discuss the questions together in chavruta.**

According to the *Pirke de-Rabbi Eliezer*, the fish is in danger of being eaten by an even bigger fish called the Leviathan. Since he is currently inside the smaller fish, Jonah doesn’t want that fish to be eaten, since he himself will get digested. So, he promises his fish to save them both from the hungry Leviathan. Jonah scares the Leviathan with a prophecy of being cooked and eaten at a feast. In exchange for being saved, the fish takes him on a tour of the deep sea.

### Ask:

1. **What are the events the text is describing? What, if anything, surprises you?**
2. **We know the fish has a positive impact on Jonah, because he is saved from drowning underwater. What do you think was Jonah’s impact on the fish?**

Thinking about the fish as a character with a speaking role in the Book of Jonah offers us another perspective and journey to explore. Jonah’s journey puts him on a path to intersect with this fish, who has a life and a history of its own. The fish and Jonah are on the same path for a time, and their days together change the course of the story.

### Part Four: Does the Journey Really Change Anything? (15 minutes)

When the fish spits Jonah up onto dry land, God instructs Jonah — again — to go to Nineveh, and Jonah finally does. When Jonah reaches Nineveh and gives his prophecy (Jonah 3), the people of Nineveh change their ways and God spares them from His destruction.

You might think Jonah’s story is finally over, now that his mission is complete. However, the Book of Jonah continues with a description of Jonah after he gives the prophecy to the people of Nineveh. Let’s look at a little of what Jonah says when God shows mercy to the people of Nineveh.

▶ Ask a participant to read Text #7 aloud.

1 Jonah was displeased with great displeasure and he was upset. 2 He prayed to the Lord, and said: Please, Lord, is this not what I had said while I was in my own land? Because of this I initially fled to Tarshish, as I knew that You are God, merciful and gracious, slow to anger, and abounding in kindness, and reconsidering of harm. 3 Now, Lord, please take my life from me, as my death is better than my life. 4 The Lord said: Are you truly so upset?

Ask:

1. Does anything surprise you about Jonah’s reaction? Why?
2. Jonah delivers the prophecy, but did he have a choice to do so? Do you think he finally did as God asked because he truly saw the importance of God’s command, or is he just going through the motions?
3. If Jonah has changed his behaviour but has not changed his heart and mind, is that really a transformation? Has he really changed as a person?
4. Think of a time when you were in a situation like Jonah’s, where you had to do a certain thing but your heart wasn’t in it, or you went along even though you didn’t want to. How did that make you feel?

Conclusion (10 minutes)

Let us look at how the journeys of the various characters come together, and how we relate to them.

Activity: So...You’ve Met Jonah

A big part of Jonah’s journey takes place on the ship with all the sailors. As we’ve seen, their lives and their journeys are certainly affected by Jonah! Then, there is something fascinating about being swallowed and spat out by a fish that captures the imagination. What would it be like to meet Jonah and get caught up in his journey?

1. Imagine that you are the fish who swallows the prophet Jonah. While he’s in your stomach, you can hear each other and have a conversation.

OR

Imagine you are on the ship — the captain or one of the sailors — and Jonah comes aboard, bringing the biggest storm you’ve ever seen.

2. Using the comic-book page panel and your own creative ideas, draw your interpretation of what your character would do or say in the situation. What would you feel about meeting Jonah? What would you feel after he left? What would you do when this strange prophet appears in your life?

3. Use speech bubbles to write in dialogue, descriptions or narration. Don’t worry — you don’t have to draw like a comic-book artist!
Hand out the activity sheet and let students use their imaginations. When they are done, invite a few of the students to show their drawings or read through their scripts. Then, ask:

1. Do you think Jonah is the hero of this book? Do you think Jonah is the hero of his own story?
2. We’ve seen how, just by showing up in the lives of others, Jonah’s journey has a ripple effect on those who meet him. What are some ways that you and your journey can affect others around you?
Part One: Jonah On the Run


The word of the Lord was with Jonah son of Amitai, saying: 1 The word of the Lord was with Jonah son of Amitai, saying: 2 Rise, go to Nineveh, the great city, and proclaim against it, as their evildoing has arisen before Me. 3 Jonah rose to flee to Tarshish from before the Lord, he went down to Jaffa, and found a ship bound for Tarshish; he paid its fare, and he went down into it, to come with them to Tarshish from before the Lord. 4 But the Lord cast a great wind upon the sea, and there was a great storm in the sea, and the ship was about to be wrecked.

Text #2: Pirke de-Rabbi Eliezer 10, “The History of Jonah”. Translated by Gerald Friedlander.

On the fifth day Jonah fled before his God. Why did he flee? Because on the first occasion when God sent him to restore the border of Israel, his words were fulfilled, as it is said, "And he restored the border of Israel from the entering in of Hamath" (II Kings 14:25). On the second occasion God sent him to Jerusalem to destroy it. But the Holy one, blessed be He, did according to the abundance of His tender mercy and repented of the evil (decree), and He did not destroy it; thereupon they called him [Jonah] a lying prophet. On the third occasion God sent him against Nineveh to destroy it. Jonah argued with himself, saying, "I know that the nations are nigh [near] to repentance, now they will repent and the Holy one, blessed be He, will direct His anger against Israel. and is it not enough for me that Israel should call me a lying prophet; but shall also the nations of the world (do likewise)?"

Part Two: A Journey with the Sailors


On the fifth day Jonah fled before his God. Why did he flee? Because on the first occasion when God sent him to restore the border of Israel, his words were fulfilled, as it is said, "And he restored the border of Israel from the entering in of Hamath" (II Kings 14:25). On the second occasion God sent him to Jerusalem to (prophesy that He would) destroy it. But the Holy One, blessed be He, did according to the abundance of His tender mercy and repented of the evil (decree), and He did not destroy it; thereupon they called him [Jonah] a lying prophet. On the third occasion God sent him against Nineveh to destroy it. Jonah argued with himself, saying, “I know that the nations are nigh [near] to repentance, now they will repent and the Holy One, blessed be He, will direct His anger against Israel. and is it not enough for me that Israel should call me a lying prophet; but shall also the nations of the world (do likewise)?"
On A Journey With Jonah (Middle School)

5 The sailors were afraid, and each man cried out to his god, and they cast the articles that were on the ship into the sea, to lighten it for them. But Jonah descended to the hold of the ship, and he lay down, and fell asleep. 6 The captain approached him and said to him: What is it with you that you have fallen asleep? Arise, call to your God; perhaps God will reconsider with regard to us, and we will not perish. 7 Each man said to his counterpart: Let us cast lots, that we may discover due to whom this misfortune is upon us. They cast lots, and the lot fell upon Jonah. 8 They said to him: Please tell us, due to whom is this misfortune upon us? What is your labor and from where do you come? What is your country and from what people are you?

9 He said to them: I am a Hebrew; and I fear the Lord, God of the heavens, who made the sea and the dry land. 10 The men feared with great fear, and they said to him: What is this that you have done, for the men knew that he was fleeing from the presence of the Lord, because he told them. 11 They said to him: What shall we do to you, that the sea will calm from upon us, as the sea continually grew stormier. 12 He said to them: Lift me and cast me into the sea, and the sea will calm from upon you, as I know that it is due to me that this great storm is upon you.

13 The men rowed to return to dry land, but they could not, for the sea continually grew stormier upon them. 14 They called to the Lord and they said: Please Lord, please let us not perish for this man's life, and do not put upon us innocent blood, for you, Lord, have done as You desired. 15 They lifted Jonah and cast him into the sea, and the sea ceased from its raging. 16 The men feared the Lord with great fear; and they slaughtered an offering to the Lord, and took vows.


They took him [Jonah] (and cast him into the sea) up to his knee-joints, and the sea-storm abated. They took him up again to themselves and the sea became agitated again against them. They cast him in (again) up to his neck, and the sea-storm abated. Once more they lifted him up in their midst and the sea was again agitated against them, until they cast him in entirely and forthwith the sea-storm abated, as it is said, “So they took up Jonah, and cast him forth into the sea: and the sea ceased from her raging.”

Part Three: A Journey With the Fish


1 The Lord appointed a great fish to swallow Jonah, and Jonah was in the innards of the fish for three days and three nights. 2 Jonah prayed to the Lord, his God, from the innards of the fish...11 The Lord told the fish, and it spewed Jonah onto the dry land.

The fish said to Jonah, Dost thou not know that my day had arrived to be devoured in the midst of Leviathan’s mouth? Jonah replied, Take me beside it, and I will deliver thee and myself from its mouth. It brought him next to the Leviathan. (Jonah) said to the Leviathan, On thy account have I descended to see thy abode in the sea, for, moreover, in the future will I descend and put a rope in thy tongue, and I will bring thee up and prepare thee for the great feast of the righteous... (Jonah) said to it (i.e. the fish), Behold, I have saved thee from the mouth of Leviathan, show me what is in the sea and in the depths.

Part Four: Does the Journey Really Change Anything?


1 Jonah was displeased with great displeasure and he was upset. 2 He prayed to the Lord, and said: Please, Lord, is this not what I had said while I was in my own land? Because of this I initially fled to Tarshish, as I knew that you are God, merciful and gracious, slow to anger, and abounding in kindness, and reconsidering of harm. 3 Now, Lord, please take my life from me, as my death is better than my life. 4 The Lord said: Are you truly so upset?
So...You've Met Jonah